It is shown that an algorithm for solving a system of nonlinear equations where the Jacobian is known to be sparse, converges locally and ß-superlinearly.
1. Introduction. Consider the problem of finding the solution of a system of nonlinear equations F(x) = 0, where F and* are «-dimensional vectors. Broyden [1] derived a quasi-Newton method using an iteration of the form (1.1) xk+i=xk+tkPk'
where tk is a scalar and pk is given by (1.2) BkPk = -F(xk),
Bk being an approximation to the Jacobian. To avoid solving the system of linear equations (1.2), an approximation to the inverse Jacobian which is updated at every iteration by a single rank correction is used. However, this method has a drawback when applied to a system where the Jacobian is known to be sparse since the inverse of a sparse matrix is generally not sparse. Schubert [7] modified this method by updating Bk so that the sparsity is retained. It has been proved by Broyden [3] that the modified algorithm is locally convergent when the Jacobian satisfies a Lipschitz condition. He also reported that numerical results suggested that the convergence is superlinear in most cases. In this note, we show that the modified algorithm in fact preserves the convergence properties of the original method. It has a g-superlinear rate
of convergence when applied to linear systems. Furthermore, under certain conditions, the convergence is also ß-superlinear for nonlinear cases. Thus, if a0 < 1, then (2.5) ll£pll < ll£lFllpll < 0e/(l -CY0).
From (2.4), we also have ek+x = ~A~1Ekpk; from this and (2.5), e2 < e a2 tieî < e a2 ti** 6fc+1" "a (l-a0fc)2" kCl (l-a0o)2 as 0fc < 0" by (2.3).
The proof now proceeds in the same fashion as that of Theorem 2 in [2] . We note that Frobenius norm is used here but this change of norm has no effect on the proof.
To analyze the convergence for nonlinear systems, we assume that F satisfies the following conditions: By using (2.10), (2.13) in (2.8) we obtain 1 7 Thus, in general, we have Since 2^=0 afc < °°, 2¡°=0 0^ is bounded. Furthermore, as 2™=0 0^ is monotonic increasing, limm_^" 2k=0 02 exists, we therefore must have lim^.^.^ 0fc = 0.
The result now follows from Theorem 2.3.
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